Doolin Puppies, LLC
Health Guarantee
1. Seller Guarantees:
a. Puppy is guaranteed for one year from date of birth for any congenital disease.
b. A notarized veterinarian report from a full autopsy, stating that the death was
created by a prenatal state will be required. Breeder’s vet must agree and
confirm the diagnoses. A replacement puppy of equal value and same gender will
be given to the Buyer from the next available litter.
c. No guarantees for diseases that vaccinations would have prevented.
d. Seller is not responsible for any expenses (medical or otherwise) incurred by the
Buyer or any shipping costs associated with a replacement puppy.
e. Seller does not guarantee that puppies being sold with or without full registration
rights will be successful in breeding or showing when mature.
2. Contract Exclusions:
Parasites, internal or external including coccidian. These can occur within hours
and does not render your puppy unhealthy. These conditions are common in
young puppies. Coccidia, for example, can be caused by stress when
transporting or moving puppies. These parasites can be found on the ground, in
water, and in public spaces and are treatable conditions. Cherry Eye in Boston
Terriers is not covered as this can have many causes.
3. Buyer Responsibilities and Acknowledgement:
a. Buyer agrees to enter into the contract with the full knowledge that once this
animal leaves these premises, Buyer assumes full responsibility for its life,
health, medical expenses and well-being.
b. On this date the dog is in good health to the best of Buyer’s knowledge, and
Seller has shown valid evidence that all vaccines and deworming is current.
c. Buyer has 48 hours to take this puppy to a veterinarian. If anything life
threatening is found (caused before it left these premises) it will be exchanged for
a puppy of equal value once or when one comes available. No refunds will be
given. Any evidence of neglect or abuse by Buyer will void this contract. If Buyer
does not take puppy to vet within 48 hours, Buyer agrees that this is an “As-Is”
transaction.
Buyer’s Name (print)_______________________________
Buyer’s Signature __________________________________Date Signed___________
Date of Puppy Pickup________

Date of Puppy Birth ___________Breed ________________________________Sex ________
Seller’s Signature __________________________________Date Signed___________

